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A. General Information 
 

Thirty candidates registered for the above examination, seven of whom were absent.  

Two major changes that affected the examination: the first session was held in September 2020, not in May. 

Secondly, the oral examination, including the Dictation, was not held due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The 

marks for Paper IV were awarded to all candidates, while the computation of marks allowed for the final 

result to truly reflect the grade deserved by each candidate.  

 

GRADE A B C D E F ABS TOTAL 

NUMBER 7 9 6 1 0 0 7 30 

% OF TOTAL 23.3 30.0 20.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 23.3 100 

Table 1: Distribution of Grades for Advanced French Special September Session 2020 

The examination consisted of three written papers, two focusing on the French Language, and a third on 

French Literature. 

The overall performance was significantly better this year than in past years. Compared to last year, when 

there was a failure rate of 5.88% and 35.3% of candidates obtaining grades D and E, this year there were no 

failing candidates or candidates obtaining Grade E. Only 3.3% of candidates obtained Grade D. Percentages 

were thus higher for the better grades. 23.3% of candidates obtained Grade A, and 30% obtained Grade B. 

Fewer candidates (20%) obtained Grade C, down from last year’s 25.49%.           

B. Paper I 
 

Analyse d’un texte non littéraire (60 marks) 

Performance in this exercise has confirmed a trend already noted last year, as improvement in candidates’ 

technique continued to be clear. In fact, the average mark stood at 40.3, which is two thirds of the marks 

allocated to this exercise. The majority of candidates managed to identify the main idea of the text, namely 

the negative effects on the mental health of those citizens worldwide who are preoccupied by the 

deterioration of the environment. It was positive to note that subsequent secondary ideas were on the whole 

well referred to as well, namely:  

(1) Many persons are suffering from anxiety in connection with global warming and its dangers; (2) Mental 

disturbance linked with environmental issues is becoming more frequent/is a recent phenomenon; (3) This 

anxiety has led Greta Thunberg to become actively engaged in efforts for the preservation of the 

environment. Any closely related ideas which were justifiable were also accepted. 

 

The article informs readers about the nature of specific persons’ preoccupations related to the degradation 

of the environment, and how they manifest themselves physically. It also points out the absence of data in 

France regarding the number of people affected by this anguish, but mentions that it is on the increase. It 

was evident that almost all candidates understood the aim of the text, that is the author’s intention to 

express his concern about the negative consequences that environmental issues are having on people’s 
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mental health. However, a good number of candidates mostly limited themselves to mentioning the choice 

of vocabulary, the use of punctuation, sentence length and verb tenses. Instead, candidates should reflect 

on, for instance, what each tense is contributing to the message.  

Other candidates succeeded in commenting on a wider range of discursive and linguistic aspects of the text, 

namely the use of possessive adjectives, the rhetorical question: quel monde va-t-on laisser à nos enfants ?, 

and connectors. This text also called for an analysis of the use of demonstrative adjectives as in: Cette 

panique, cette éco-anxiété, cette arrière-pensée, cette pathologie, ces mêmes angoisses, ces images, showing 

that individuals’ state of mind is characterised by agitation due to worrying about destructive conditions 

suffered by the environment. Direct speech (in the number of quotations of persons sharing their 

experience) was also an important feature, as were the subject and object pronouns on, showing that it is a 

shared, widespread problem, je and me, referring to witnesses’ personal experience. The tone of the text 

was often left out: candidates could have referred to the serious tone, at times communicating alarm when 

considering people’s daily mental suffering and the impossibility of offering them a solution. 

It is important to reiterate that this exercise does not require candidates to merely identify such elements 

in the passage, but they must interpret the use of such linguistic choices according to the aim of the author 

and the effect they actually leave on the reader. A number of candidates did understand the author’s 

intention behind his choice of elements that rendered his text more effective. 

Once again, some candidates thought that the author was absent from his text. There were several aspects 

in the text showing his presence: he shows awareness of people’s mental suffering, expresses his worry 

about the lack of data in France, etc. The choice of strong vocabulary reflects the seriousness of the problem. 

He quotes a number of other speakers, but his apparent objectivity is counterbalanced by the force of 

expression of the persons he deliberately chose to quote.  

Candidates should take advantage of the possibility to use a monolingual dictionary while working out this 

exercise. This should aid their interpretation of the use of specific lexical items and expressions. Candidates 

must also be aware that a number of marks are reserved in this exercise for presentation and accuracy of 

expression; they therefore need to pay attention to produce correct grammar and spelling. Memorised 

material invariably reveals itself to be irrelevant to a particular text and must definitely be avoided as it is 

heavily penalised. Once again, examiners recommend that candidates prepare themselves well for this 

exercise by regularly reading press articles in French, also beyond the classroom context, taking the time to 

reflect upon the author’s aim and linguistic techniques from a critical perspective.  
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C. Paper II 
 

This paper consisted of two exercises, an essay and a reading comprehension. 

Essay (100 marks) 
 

Although all the titles were chosen by the candidates, title (b) on over consumerism was tackled by only one 
candidate (4%). Titles (c) and (d) on addiction to video games and the advantages of knowing languages 
respectively, were each answered by four candidates (17% + 17%). Title (a) on climate preservation was the 
second most popular title (5 candidates – 22%), and essays on this topic were quite well written. The most 
popular title (e) was however the narrative essay on a memorable weekend (9 candidates – 39%), which 
required the past tense. A number of candidates answering this title failed however to go after the specific 
stylistic techniques required of this particular genre. Generally speaking, candidates did not show much 
creativity and limited themselves to basic rendering of the message.    
 
Marks were lost in the case of essays which were either too long or too short. It is important that candidates 
keep in mind that non-conformity to the indicated essay length (350-400 words) invariably leads to negative 
sanctioning, even in the case of good quality essays. 
 
One positive observation was that candidates’ writing skills in general showed some improvement on both 
lexical and morphosyntactic levels. Most importantly, several candidates made sure that their writing 
reflects the vouloir-dire of the French language, although others failed to appreciate that what is said in one 
language does not necessarily apply to another, and it could in these cases be seen that candidates translated 
literally from other known languages (such as un couple de fois). This led to the appearance of false friends, 
such as amont for quantité, present for cadeau and the forthright use of English terms and expressions, (and 
sometimes even Spanish ones), such as ozone layer and universidad among others. Approximations coined 
upon lexical items of other languages are not acceptable, such as, from Italian, les valiges for les valises.    
 
Reading in French on a regular basis is a must. Lack of reading shows in candidates’ writing because even 
when some did their best to write grammatically accurate sentences, their text was often void of idiomatic 
expressions. The improvement noticed did not preclude mistakes on the level of spelling/morphology in a 
number of scripts, such as mauvaisse for mauvaise, je lui embraccais for je l’ai embrassé, j’ai rencontrée for 
j’ai rencontré, les botes for les bottes, toutes suite for tout de suite, etc. Malapropisms were also present, 
such as dégoûter for déguster. Subtleties of difference between similar words should be given attention to, 
so as to avoid the use of inappropriate words such as documents for documentaire, an for année, etc. Some 
essays were globally weak, and their sentences contained structure and word order difficulties, apart from 
inappropriate borrowing from other languages, spelling, and morphological mistakes: “En etant exoste 
beaucoup, nous avons prepare les valiges pour aller à nôtre maisons.” or “Dans le soir, nous sômmes restées 
dans un des chambres jouer et parler, fin de deux de matin.” 
 
It was noted that the writing of some candidates was of quite good quality, as is required at Advanced Level. 
The average mark of the essay was 68.9%. It is recommended that Advanced Level candidates strive to widen 
their range of vocabulary and practise grammar to attain more accuracy, read far and wide to be prepared 
to propose and sustain interesting arguments, and that they do not shy away from argumentative topics.      

Reading Comprehension (75 marks) 
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Candidates tackled the level of difficulty of the reading comprehension text and its accompanying questions 
well. The average mark for the reading comprehension was 53.5 out of 75 marks(71.6%). All candidates 
managed to obtain 50% of the mark. This contrasts with the failure rate of last year’s reading comprehension, 
which stood at 21%. Candidates’ performance improved as they wrote their answers in full and took care to 
include all possible details, depending on the marks allocated for each question. 
 
The questions related to the content of the text (a-g), which dealt with facial recognition technologies and 
their increasing use in public places, were mostly answered correctly.  
 
Questions more closely linked to linguistic aspects were found to be more difficult. First, in question (h) (ii), 
not all candidates were aware that the pronoun en takes up anaphorically an element that has already been 
mentioned and refers to it again. Candidates simply had to trace what en was referring to by looking up this 
element earlier in the sentence. Some failed to identify this element as la reconnaissance faciale. 
 
Question (i) was answered correctly by most candidates. However, a few failed to understand what (i) une 
hypothèse sur le futur implied. Some quoted a sentence which was completely unrelated to a future 
possibility. Others did not indicate the entire prediction for the future. Therefore, some candidates lost some 
marks for not quoting the phrase starting by the Si clause in full. Others lost all marks when they simply 
quoted, for instance, “elles pourront”. Most candidates understood the term avertissement in part (ii) of this 
question, and quoted the correct warning. 
 
In spite of the simple metalinguistic terms proposed in question (j), some candidates had difficulties finding 
the required terms. While several correct sentences or phrases in the passive voice were proposed by 
candidates in (j) (i), some left this part of the question out or answered wrongly. Several candidates could 
not identify an adverb of time in (j) (ii), and proposed other types of adverbs, or adjectives, such as 
notamment, récentes, vielli, actuels.. A number of candidates did not write a verb in the subjunctive mood, 
but proposed verbs in the indicative mood in (j) (iii). Many candidates lost marks in (j) (iv) because they failed 
to include the definite article when citing the superlative, giving the comparative plus récentes instead of the 
superlative les plus récentes. In (j) (vi), many candidates were not able to find the equivalent of toutefois 
and/or augmenter in the text. 
 
For the reading comprehension, candidates are to be reminded to always include the line number when 
quoting from the text, so as to ensure accuracy in providing answers. The line number helps the examiner in 
his/her task of correcting the question as he/she is better able to consider the given terms in context. 
 
Although the quality of the language used by a number of candidates in this exercise was good, others made 
several errors on the morphosyntactic level. Basic mistakes such as tout l’information, cette système, la 
personne peux avoir, les trois exemples qu’illustrer les problèmes, should not appear at Advanced Level.  
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D. Paper III   
 

This paper required that candidates study three French literary works.  It comprised two sections. Section A 

was compulsory and required candidates to answer a number of questions by choosing from two sets of 

questions in French. In Section B, candidates had to choose two questions on two different texts, out of a 

total of four possible literary works. Section B could be answered in French, Maltese or English.  

Each of the three questions the candidates had to answer carried 25 marks, for a total of 75 marks. 

Section A (25 marks) 
 

The set of questions (1) in the compulsory Section A on Molière’s Le Malade Imaginaire was chosen by 26% 
of candidates, while 74% chose the set of questions (2). A considerable number of candidates still did not 
know the play well enough, and consequently were unable to contextualize.  Some did not even recognise 
which act the chosen dialogue came from, let alone the scene. Eight 35% of the candidates who sat for the 
paper failed to obtain at least 50% of the mark for this question. Expressing oneself in French was one of the 
major problems evidenced in this question. The following statements taken from different scripts illustrate 
the poor level of expression, even undermining coherence at times: « Il croit aussi que Béline l’aime 
véritablement parce qu’elle l’appelle “M’amour” alors il peut reconnaître qu’elle veut seulement son 
argent. »; « … Béline est un peu cruelle et sauvage avec son mari quand elle place le bonnet sur sa tête. Elle 
lui agit comme il est un enfant qui ne connaît rien et elle le blesse. »  
 
There were also frequent grammatical errors, such as: « Toinette est contre Argan, et elle vourais 
qu’Angélique mariera l’homme qu’elle voudrais. »  
 

Section B 
 

Performance in Section B was markedly better than in Section A. Only 9% of answers obtained marks lower 
than 50%. Thus performance was better than last year in this section. Once again, Concerto à la mémoire 
d’un ange proved to be the most popular text.Candidates showed that they were very well prepared for this 
question. 
 
Answers to questions on Joseph Joffo’s novel La jeune fille au pair were at times disappointing as they did 
not reach expectations. Question B5, asking for a description of Wanda’s character, was answered by 57% 
of the candidates while question B6, on Jews’ social segregation, was much less popular and was chosen by 
13%.  
 
Answers to questions B7 and B8 on Marcel Pagnol’s La femme du boulanger at times contained superficial 
arguments that were lengthened to give an impression of sufficient coverage. 26% of the candidates 
answered question B7 on the villagers’ role in the play and only one candidate attempted question B8 on 
human nature. A good number of candidates obtained excellent marks for answers in connection with both 
La jeune fille au pair and La femme du boulanger. 
 
It is strongly recommended by the examining panel that candidates prepare themselves for all three 
questions in a balanced manner, rather than giving more importance to one, to the detriment of the other 
two. In any one question, only a maximum of 25 marks can be obtained, and this will not make up for the 
marks lost from the remaining 50 allotted to the other two questions.         
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In general, quotations were used much better than usual this year; they were more precise and to the point. 
Occasionally though, some answers were completely void of quotations, or contained too many or some 
unnecessary ones.  Sometimes quotations were made out of context.     
 

E. Conclusion 
 

Unfortunately, the special circumstances determining examination conditions this year meant that 

candidates could not be assessed for their competence in spoken French. Consequently, evaluation of the 

culture component of the syllabus, which is assessed orally, was also foregone. 

As regards to writing in French, although there may have been an improvement in the general quality of the 

language used, it was still observed that many morphosyntactic errors found in the candidates’ scripts are 

basic mistakes which Advanced Level learners of French should be able to avoid. The range of vocabulary 

mastered at Advanced Level also needs to be significantly wider. Reading and assiduous application in 

practising the language are key to achieving success in both these objectives. 

 

Chairperson 

Examination Panel 2020  

 


